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Abstract

By combining swampland conjectures with observational data, it was recently pointed out that our

universe could stretch off in an asymptotic region of the string landscape of vacua. Within this

framework, the cosmological hierarchy problem (i.e. the smallness of the cosmological constant

in Planck units: Λ ∼ 10−122M4
Pl) can be naturally resolved by the addition of one mesoscopic

(dark) dimension of size ∼ λΛ−1/4 ∼ 1 µm. The Planck scale of the higher dimensional theory,

MUV ∼ λ−1/3Λ1/12M
2/3
Pl ∼ 1010 GeV, is tantalizingly close to the energy above which the Telescope

Array (TA) and the Pierre Auger collaborations found conclusive evidence for a sharp cutoff of

the flux of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs). It was recently suggested that since physics

becomes strongly coupled to gravity beyond MUV, universal features deep-rooted in the dark

dimension could control the energy cutoff of the source spectra ∝ E−γ exp(−E/MUV), where

E is the cosmic ray energy and γ a free parameter. Conversely, in the absence of phenomena

inborn within the dark dimension, we would expect a high variance of the cosmic ray maximum

energy Emax characterizing the source spectra ∝ E−γ exp(−E/Emax), reflecting the many different

properties inherent to the most commonly assumed UHECR accelerators. The most recent analysis

of Auger and TA data exposed strong evidence for a correlation between UHECRs and nearby

starburst galaxies, with a global significance post-trial of 4.7σ. Since these galaxies are in our

cosmic backyard, the flux attenuation factor due to cosmic ray interactions en route to Earth turns

out to be negligible. This reasoning implies that for each source, the shape of the observed spectrum

should roughly match the emission spectrum by the starburst, providing a unique testing ground

for the dark dimension hypothesis. Using Auger data, we carry out a maximum likelihood analysis

to characterize the shape of the UHECR emission from the galaxies dominating the anisotropy

signal. We show that the observed spectra from these sources could be universal only if λ ≲ 10−3.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The origin of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) is a longstanding unresolved co-

nundrum in modern astrophysics. Great advances have been made in uncovering the sources

over the past two decades [1]. The most important is probably the unambiguous detection

a flux suppression near 1010.6 GeV [2, 3], as predicted by Greisen, Zatsepin, and Kuzmin

(GZK) [4, 5]. The GZK-limit is an example of the far-reaching connections between differ-

ent regimes of physics, tying-up the behavior of the highest energy particles in nature to

the low-energy (∼ 2.7 K) photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), and can be

explained by sub-GeV scale physics of photo-pion production and/or nucleus photodisinte-

gration occurring in the extremely boosted relativistic frame of the cosmic ray. These highly

boosted cosmic rays are also incisive probes of fundamental particle-physics properties at

energies far exceeding those at the LHC (for comparison, the proton energy of nominal LHC

beam is 7 TeV). In this paper we focus on the particle physics facet of UHECRs.

While the physics involved in the explanation of the UHECR origin needs often to be

pushed to its extremes to accomodate observations [6–8], it is common ground that charged

particles could be accelerated in magnetized astrophysical shocks, whose size and typical

magnetic field strength determine the maximal achievable energy [9], akin to the conditions

in (wo)man made particle accelerators. The most likely astrophysical accelerators of UHE-

CRs are the shocks associated with: (i) active galactic nuclei (AGNs) [10], (ii) gamma-ray

bursts (GRBs) [11, 12], and (iii) powerful superwinds emanating from the core of starburst-

ing galaxies [13].

The Pierre Auger Collaboration has reported evidence for a correlation between the

arrival directions of the highest energy cosmic rays and nearby starburst galaxies [14, 15].

When Auger data are combined with the data set collected by the Telescope Array, there is

conclusive evidence for the association, reaching a post-trial significance of 4.7σ [16]. Since

these galaxies are in our cosmic backyard, the flux attenuation factor due to cosmic ray

interactions en route to Earth turns out to be negligible. As a matter of fact, the anisotropy

signal coincidentally emerges in the extreme-energy end of the spectrum, above about the

GZK-limit.

Now, in the absence of new physics phenomena, we would expect a high variance of

parameters characterizing the UHECR source spectra beyond the GZK-limit, reflecting the
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many different properties inherent to the acceleration environments in the market. However,

the cutoff spectra could still be universal if some kind of new physics, with a higher energy

loss rate than that of GZK interactions, is responsible for the cosmic ray maximum energy.

In this paper we reexamine the test to search for new physics designed elsewhere [17], using

the entire data sample collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory during phase I [15].

The layout of the article is as follows. In Sec. II we review recent developments in tests

of fundamental physics using UHECRs. We particularized the discussion to the recently

proposed dark dimension, which provides a natural solution of the cosmological hierarchy

problem [18]. In Sec. III we review the Auger anisotropy signal and provide supplementary

compelling arguments underpinning starburst galaxies as sources of UHECRs. In Sec. IV we

conjecture that starbursts are the sources of UHECRs and study their individual emission

spectra in the search for universality signaling some new physics phenomena. We particu-

larize the discussion to the dark dimension and use Auger data to constrain the model. Our

conclusions are collected in Sec. V.

Before proceeding, we pause to note that a recent study of the UHECR spectrum emerg-

ing from a population of sources with a power-law distribution of maximum energies sug-

gests that source-to-source variance of the maximum energy must be small to describe the

data [19]. This clearly provides further motivation for our study.

II. STRINGS AT THE END OF THE SWAMPLAND

The quickly developing Swampland research program seeks to understand which are the

“good” low-energy effective field theories (EFTs) that can couple to gravity consistently (e.g.

the landscape of superstring theory vacua) and distinguish them from the “bad” ones that

cannot [20]. In theory space, the border setting apart the good theories from those relegated

to the swampland is characterized by a set of conjectures on the properties that an EFT

should have/avoid in order to allow a consistent completion into quantum gravity. There

are many swampland conjectures on the block, decidedly too many to be written down here

and so we direct readers to comprehensive reviews [21–23].

It has long been known that the smallness of dark energy in Planck units (Λ ∼ 10−122M4
Pl,

withMPl ∼ 1.22×1019 GeV) can be explained statistically [24] or even anthropically [25, 26]

by the large number of vacua in the string landscape. As an alternative, it has been recently
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proposed [18] that when the swampland distance conjecture [27] is combined with the small-

ness of dark energy in Planck units (as well as with other experimental observations on de-

viations from Newton’s gravitational inverse-square law [28] and neutron star heating [29]),

we turn out to be in a peculiar corner of the string landscape, endowed with a mesoscopic

(dark) extra-dimension characterized by a length-scale in the micron range.

The swampland distance conjecture predicts the emergence of infinite towers of states

that become exponentially light [27]. These towers drive a breakdown of the EFT at infi-

nite distance limits in moduli space. The related anti-de Sitter (AdS) distance conjecture

correlates the dark energy density to the mass scale m of an infinite tower of states,

m ∼ |Λ|α , (1)

as the negative AdS vacuum energy Λ → 0, with α a positive constant of O(1) [30]. If we

further assume that this scaling behavior holds in dS (or quasi dS) space (with a positive

cosmological constant), the limit Λ → 0 also yields an unbounded number of massless modes.

The AdS distance conjecture when generalized to dS space plays a key role in addressing

the cosmological hierarchy problem and associates the length of the dark dimension to

the dark energy scale as Λ−1/4, modulo a correction factor λ. More concretely, the dark

dimension opens up at the characteristic mass scale of the Kaluza-Klein tower,

m ∼ λ−1Λ1/4 , (2)

and physics is described by a 5-dimensional theory up to the so-called “species scale” [31, 32],

MUV ∼ λ−1/3Λ1/12M
2/3
Pl , (3)

which represents the higher dimensional scale of quantum gravity, with 10−1 < λ < 10−4.

The dark dimension has the benefits of a rich phenomenology [33–39]. Of particular

interest here, in this model the scale of quantum gravity associated to the higher dimensional

theory (∼ 1010 GeV) is captivatingly close to the predicted energy of the GZK-limit in the

cosmic ray spectrum [18]. In the spirit of [17], in what follows we explore whether the

observed spectra from nearby sources (i.e. sources from which cosmic rays would avoid

GZK interactions) could be used to distinguish if the sharp suppression observed in the

spectrum is due to cosmic rays scattering off the CMB or due to new physics processes

inborn within the dark dimension; see the Appendix for an illustrative example.
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III. ANISOTROPY FROM OUR COSMIC BACKYARD

The Pierre Auger Collaboration reported evidence for a correlation between the arrival

directions of the highest energy cosmic rays and a model based on a catalog of bright

starburst galaxies [14, 15]. The null hypothesis of isotropy was tested through an unbinned

maximum-likelihood analysis. The adopted test statistic (TS) for deviation from isotropy

being the standard likelihood ratio test between the starburst-generated UHECR sky model

and the null hypothesis, with

TS(ψ, f, Emin) = 2 ln
L(ψ, f, Emin)

L(ψ, 0, Emin)
, (4)

and likelihood

L(ψ, f, Emin) =
∏

Ei≥Emin

Φ(n̂i;ψ, f) ω(n̂i)∫
4π
Φ(n̂;ψ, f) ω(n̂) dΩ

, (5)

where ω(n̂) is the combined directional exposure of the dataset, f is the anisotropic fraction,

and where the UHECR flux model is given by

Φ(n̂;ψ, f) = f Φsignal(n̂;ψ) + (1− f) Φbackground . (6)

Here, the contribution of each source is modelled as a von Mises-Fisher distribution (i.e.,

the analog of a Gaussian on a 2-sphere) centered on the source position

Φsignal(n̂;ψ) =
1∑
j ws

∑

j

ws
ψ−2

4π sinhψ−2
exp

(
ψ−2n̂s · n̂

)
(7)

and the background is given by

Φbackground =
1

4π
, (8)

where Ei and n̂i are the energy and arrival direction of the i-th event, ws and n̂s are the weight

and position of the s-th source candidate, and ψ is the root-mean-square (rms) deflection

per transverse dimension (i.e. the total r.m.s. deflection is
√
2ψ and the equivalent top-

hat radius is Ψ = 1.59ψ).1 For a given energy threshold, the TS for isotropy follows a χ2

distribution with two degrees of freedom.

The analysis is based on the catalog of [40], which after selected cuts contains 44 star-

bursts, with distance in the range 1 ≤ d/Mpc < 130. The analysis is repeated by varying

1 Note that the rms of the north-south deflection (δ − δ0) is ψ and the rms of the east-west deflection

≈ (α− α0) cos δ is also ψ, so that the rms of the total deflection is
√
2× ψ.
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the energy threshold of the selected events between 1010.5 GeV and 1010.9 GeV in steps of

109 GeV.

The best-fit model to Auger data yields TS = 25.0, with smearing angle ψ = 15+8
−4

◦
and

anisotropic fraction f = 9+6
−4 [15]. Remarkably, the energy threshold of largest statistical

significance Emin ≃ 1010.6 GeV coincides with the observed suppression in the spectrum [2, 3],

implying that when we properly account for the barriers to UHECR propagation in the form

of GZK-energy loss mechanisms [4, 5] we obtain a self consistent picture for the observed

UHECR horizon. The scan in energy thresholds comes out with a penalty factor, which is

estimated through Monte-Carlo simulations. The post-trial 1-sided Gaussian significance is

4.0σ. The anisotropy signal is dominated by four galaxies: NGC 4945, NGC 253, M83, and

NGC 1068.2

Cross-correlation studies with other catalogs have been carried out, including: (i) the

large-scale distribution of matter using the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) [42], taking

out sources closer than 1 Mpc; (ii) AGNs observed in hard X-rays with Swift-BAT [43], which

includes both radio loud and quite AGNs; and (iii) a selected γ-AGN sample from the Fermi-

LAT 3FHL catalog [44], which traces jetted AGNs. For all of these catalogs, the resulting

statistical significance is considerably smaller; namely, TS = 18.0 for the 2MASS, TS = 19.4

for AGNs observed in X-rays, and TS = 17.9 for jetted-AGNs, in all casses with similar

threshold energy. In addition, we note that given the ubiquity of GRBs, if these explosions

were sources of UHECRs we would expect a correlation of the highest energy cosmic rays

with the 2MASS catalog as opposed to a particular class of objects [45]. Altogether, the

preceding discussion clearly favors starburst galaxies as sources of UHECRs.

Furthermore, when the likelihood analysis is duplicated enlarging the Auger Phase I data

sample with UHECRs detected with the Telescope Array, the statistical significance of the

correlation between the highest energy cosmic rays and starburst galaxies increases, reaching

a conclusive evidence of 4.7σ [16].

2 We note in passing that very recently the Pierre Auger Collaboration reported the outcome of a novel

likelihood analysis considering a simultaneous fit of arrival directions, energy spectrum, and nuclear com-

position data [41]. The starburst galaxy model is favored with a significance of 4.5σ (taking into account

experimental systematic effects) compared to a reference model with only homogeneously distributed

background sources.
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IV. WHAT CAN AUGER DATA TELL US ABOUT UV PHYSICS?

In this section we assume that starburst galaxies are sources of UHECRs and study the

shape of their emission spectra in the search for universality.

There exists “lore” that convinces us that acceleration mechanisms are driven by the

particle’s rigidity R = E/Z up to a maximum Rmax leading to consecutive flux suppressions

of the elemental spectra at energies of

Emax = ZRmax , (9)

where Z is the charge of the UHECR in units of the proton charge. If the sources of UHECRs

trace such a “Peters cycle” [46], emission spectra characterized by a power law of spectral

index γ with an exponential suppression above a cutoff energy Emax

dN

dt
∝ E−γ exp {−E/Emax} (10)

give a good description of the flux and nuclear composition measured at Earth at ultra-high

energies, see e.g. [47, 48]. However, a major caveat of this type of analyses is that the sources

are typically assumed to be identical, a description which is highly unlikely to be an accurate

reflection of the many different properties inherent to the acceleration environments in the

market.

Moreover, as we discussed Sec. II, the cutoff spectra could be universal (and Z indepen-

dent) if physics becomes strongly coupled to gravity above about 1010 GeV. If this were the

case, it is reasonable to assume that the source spectra would described by

dN

dt
∝ E−γ exp {−E/Ec} , (11)

where Ec is a critical energy that can be identified, e.g., with the species scale MUV.

In what follows we performed a likelihood analysis to determine the parameters γ and

Ec that best describe the emission spectrum of each starburst galaxy. In our analysis we

consider UHECRs measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory during Phase I, i.e., 2635

events detected between 2004 and 2020, with energies in the range 3.2 < E/1010 GeV <

16.5 [15]. The strongest correlation between UHECRs and starbursts is found to have

Emin ≃ 1010.6 GeV, so we ignore events below this energy. We consider the four starbursts

dominating the Auger anisotropy signal and NGC 891, which is a starburst in a quiescent
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FIG. 1: 68% and 95% C.L. contours and the overlapping region of the 68% C.L. contours.

state [8]. NGC 891 has a non-negligible contribution to the statistical significance in the

analysis of [16], but is located outside the Auger field-of-view. Because of deflections on the

Galactic magnetic field the Auger data sample can contain a few events emitted by NGC
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891. The study of this particular source helps to illustrate that the effect on the search

for universality from starbursts without significant contribution to the Auger anisotropy

signal is negligible. For the selected five sources, we define a circular window around their

location in the sky with angular radius θ = 20◦. Such an angular scale is a good compromise

of the favored top-hat radius Ψ in the Auger anisotropy search [15]. We have verified

that our results do not change significantly by varying the angular scale within the range

16◦ < θ < 24◦. The probability distribution is given by the normalized spectrum

f(E) = Eγ−1
c

E−γ e−E/Ec

∫ ∞

Eth/Ec
x−γ e−x dx

, (12)

with likelihood function

L(γ,Ec) ≡ prob(data|model) =
N∏

k=1

f(Ek) . (13)

Due to the proximity of some of these sources there are events that could have more than

one possible origin.

Our results are encapsulated in Fig. 1 (where we show the 68% and 95% C.L. contours

maximizing the likelihood) and Table I (where we give the best fit values of γ and Ec together

with their 68% C.L. intervals after marginalizing over the free parameters). The results can

be summarized as follows:

• Using the 68% C.L. intervals given in Table I it is straightforward to see that the

observed spectra of nearby starbursts can be universal in origin if γ ∈ [−0.3, 1.6] and

Ec/10
10 GeV ∈ [1.4, 2.4].

• When the critical energy at the accelerators is identified with the species scale, the

allowed range of universality leads to the constraint MUV ≳ 1010 GeV, corresponding

to λ ≲ 10−3.

• As can be seen in Fig. 1, the effect of NGC 891 in constraining the free parameters of

the model is negligible.

• The range of the source spectral index which allows for universality is consistent with

the one predicted by shock acceleration [49].
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TABLE I: Maximum likelihood estimates and 68% C.L. intervals for γ and Ec.

Source γ γ (68% C.L.) Ec/10
10 GeV Ec/10

10 GeV (68% C.L.)

NGC4945 −0.34 [−2.52, 1.61] 1.37 [0.918, 2.413]

NGC253 1.89 [−0.28, 3.72] 2.72 [1.403, 10.52]

M83 1.18 [−0.72, 2.83] 2.48 [1.44, 6.11]

NGC1068 1.26 [−1.68, 3.69] 2.14 [1.056, 9.91]

NGC891 −3.65 [−11.8, 2.50] 0.85 [0.391, 4.67]

V. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the curious case of near-identical cosmic-ray accelerators [19], we revisited

the statistical test to search for exotic physics proposed in [17] using the entire data sample

collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory during Phase I [15]. The test procedure is based

on the search for universality in the UHECR spectra of nearby sources. UHECRs emitted

by these nearby sources can avoid GZK interactions en route to Earth and therefore a signal

of universality in the spectral shape is a marker of new physics processes. This is because

universality is at odds with the typically high variances of intrinsic properties for the most

commonly assumed astrophysical sources.

The study was performed through a maximum likelihood method. The dramatic growth

in the number of UHECRs when compared to the data sample considered in [17] allowed

us to refine the functional form of the probability distribution, leaving two parameters free

in the likelihood analysis: the source spectral index γ and the cutoff energy Ec, herein

identified with the species scale MUV. We have shown that the spectra of nearby sources

can be universal if MUV ≳ 1010 GeV, corresponding to λ ≲ 10−3.
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Appendix

It has long been known that charged particles moving above a diffraction grating (without

crossing it) emit Smith–Purcell (SP) electromagnetic radiation [50]. As most radiation

processes accompanying the motion of charged particles, the SP effect can be explained as a

result of scattering of the Coulomb field of the moving charged particles on the irregularities

of media. It is important to note that the charged particles are not scattered in the material

of the target. For this reason, the flow of charged particles does not damage the target,

providing the reliability and long survival time for practical SP based radiation sources.

The gravitational analog of the SP effect was first entertained in [51] as a mechanism that

could degrade the energy of UHECRs; the role of the difraction grating being played by the

inhomogeneities of the extra-dimensional space, such as a hidden brane at finite distance.
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FIG. 1: Pictorial representation of the braneworld scenario considered in the text. The hidden brane at z = 0 is identified with
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velocity v. Only one transverse coordinate, y, is shown. The right panel shows the wrapping around the extra dimension z. If
the two halves of the cylinder are identified, the Randall-Sundrum model I [8] is obtained.

the extra dimension taking values within the interval [0, L]. The distance between the particle and the diffraction
grating, h = L/2, is the distance between the two branes located at the orbifold fixed points. The model is illustrated
pictorially in Fig. 1. The generalization to higher-dimensions is trivial and is discussed at the end of this letter.

II. THEORY OF GRAVITATIONAL DIFFRACTION RADIATION

In the harmonic gauge, the five-dimensional linearized Einstein equations are

! hµν = −16πG5Sµν , (1)

where hµν represents small corrections to the flat background and Sµν is the modified energy-momentum tensor of
the source [10]. For sake of computational simplicity, we replace the the gravitational field components with a single
scalar degree of freedom, i.e. rewrite the above equation as ! ϕ = S(x). This is a common procedure [11]. If we
carefully select S(x), the scalar field ϕ can mimic all aspects of gravitational waves (except polarization) [12]. The
source of the field is a minimally coupled pointlike particle with nonzero mass m. If we represent its worldline by
xµ = xµ

p (τ), where τ is the proper time, φ satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation

! ϕ = g

∫
dτ δ5(xµ − xµ

p (τ)) , (2)

where g is the coupling constant. We consider a particle in uniform motion on the visible brane. Denoting with z the
coordinate transverse to the brane and with y1, y2 the longitudinal coordinates perpendicular to the particle direction
of motion x, the particle worldline in the brane reference frame is xµ(τ) = (t = γτ, x = vt, y1 = 0, y2 = 0, z = h),
where γ is the Lorentz factor of the particle. The time-averaged energy radiated per unit time in the direction n is

dEn

dt
= −1

2
Re

[∫
dA ϕ̇

∂ϕ"

∂n

]
, (3)

where dA is the surface element with normal n. If the tensor structure of the gravitational perturbations is taken into
consideration, the source term in Eq. (2) must be changed into

Sµν ∼ m

∫
dτ ẋµẋνδ5(xµ − xµ

p (τ)) . (4)

The results for the scalar field can be translated to the gravitational case by setting g =
√

G5mγ2 [12].
If the branes are smooth, a particle with constant velocity does not radiate. This can be checked by deriving the

Larmor’s formula for the field. In order to avoid complications due to the higher-dimensional nature of the spacetime
[10, 11, 13], we temporarily assume that there is only one transverse spatial dimension. The total power emitted per
unit of solid angle in the direction n is

dP

dΩ
=

g2

16π2

[
v̇ ·

(
γ2(1 − v · n)v − n

)]2

γ2(1 − v · n)3
n . (5)
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FIG. 2: Pictorial representation of brane perturbations. The longitudinal brane perturbations are periodic in x with length l.
The transverse perturbations have length b. Only one transverse coordinate, y, is shown.

Thus a particle in uniform motion in empty space (on the brane) does not radiate. If a hidden brane is present, the
Green’s function has to be modified to take into account its effects. The hidden brane can be thought as a wall parallel
to the particle direction of propagation at distance h. By repeating the steps leading to Eq. (5) it is straightforward
to show that there is no radiation for uniform motion parallel to the wall. This result can be understood by boosting
the solution to the rest frame of the particle. The problem is reduced to a static problem with one image particle on
the other side of the wall. Clearly, the reduction to the static configuration is only possible if the brane is smooth
and infinite in the x direction. If the brane is inhomogeneous in the particle direction of propagation, diffraction
radiation is generated. In that case, the image configuration is time dependent and the system is equivalent to a set
of oscillating charges in the particle reference frame. Diffraction radiation can be understood as being generated by
the reflection of the boosted static field on the nearby wall.

We now compute the radiated power in the presence of a brane with typical longitudinal perturbations of length
scale l and transverse perturbations of length scale b. These perturbations are modeled with a l-periodic lamellar
grating with rulings of width a perpendicular to the particle direction of motion as in Fig. 2. (The Smith-Purcell
effect for a single grating with these characteristics has been discussed in Ref. [14].) Although this model is clearly
an oversimplification, its main features do not depend on the choice of the perturbation structure: The existence of
diffraction radiation is due to the excitation of propagating modes by evanescent waves and is independent of the
particular mechanism by which the propagating modes are excited. The calculation with a perturbed brane can be
conveniently solved by considering the Fourier transform of the field ϕ:

ϕ =
1

(2π)3

∫
dω d2η e−iωt+iη·yφ(x, z; ω, η) . (6)

The field equation in the Fourier space is

[∇2 + (ω2 − η2)
]
φ = g/(γv) eiα0xδ(z − h) , (7)

where α0 = ω/v. The general solution for the field φ in the bulk is the sum of the inhomogeneous solution of the
above equation plus a superposition of plane wave solutions of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation:

φbulk = A

{
eiα0x+iγ0|z−h| +

+∞∑

n=−∞

[
Bneiγnz + Cne−iγnz

]
eiαnx

}
, (8)

where A = −ig/(2γγ0v), γn = (ω2 − η2 − α2
n)1/2 and αn = α0 + 2πn/l. Since the parameter γ0 = i[ω2/(vγ)2 + η2]1/2

is pure imaginary, the first term in Eq. (8) describes an evanescent wave that decays exponentially with increasing
distance from the particle trajectory. This evanescent wave is the non-propagating part of the spectrum due to
the particle in uniform motion. The second term in Eq. (8) represents a superposition of propagating plane waves.
The physical interpretation of these propagating modes is that of radiation arising from the modes of the brane
perturbations, which are excited by the evanescent waves. The amplitude A(ω) of the GDR is thus expected to be of
the order of the amplitude of the non-propagating modes, i.e.,

A(ω) ∼ |A| eiγ0h ∼ (g/ω) e−ωh/γ , (9)

�k

�?
✏

R?

FIG. 2: Pictorial representation of the scenario described in the text (left) with periodic longitudinal

brane perturbations ϵ (right).

Envision the situation protrayed in Fig. 2, in which an UHECR moves parallel and

close to an inhomogeneous hidden brane. A periodically inhomogeneous surface is just

one of the special cases of a grating. Thus, the hidden brane can be visualized here as

a diffraction grating, with the cosmic ray propagating in a direction perpendicular to the

grating rulings. To generate gravitational radiation the cosmic ray must transfer momentum

along the particle’s trajectory to the inhomogeneous structure.

As an illustration of this gravitational phenomenon, we compute the power radiated

by UHECRs in the presence of a hidden brane, with typical longitudinal perturbations of

length scale ϵ and transverse perturbations of length scale δ⊥. Following [51], we model these

perturbations as a δ∥-periodic lamellar grating with rulings of width ϵ perpendicular to the

particle direction of motion; see Fig. 2. The energy loss per unit distance due to graviton
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FIG. 3: Energy attenuation length of cosmic rays in the intergalactic medium.

emission is estiamted to be

d lnE

dx
∼ −8π

E

M3
UV

δ2⊥
δ5∥

exp

{
−2πR⊥

Γδ∥

}

∼ −0.1

(
E

1010 GeV

)
Mpc−1 , (14)

where Γ is the UHECR Lorentz boost, R⊥ ∼ 1/m the compactification radius, δ∥ = 2ϵ,

and where in the second rendition we have taken δ⊥ ∼ 0.1δ∥ and δ∥ ∼ 10−3R⊥ [17]. Note

that for Γ > 105 the fractional energy loss traces the particle’s energy and is independent

of the Lorentz boost. In Fig. 3 we show the energy attenuation length of cosmic rays in

the intergalactic medium. Due to the fast energy loss rate above the species scale MUV it is

reasonable to assume the source spectra can be described by (11).
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